
 

 

The Pilgrims Way…  

Historically The Canterbury Trail runs through England from Winchester to Canterbury.  I was 
visiting a friend who was the priest in Dorking a small English village south of London that 
borders on the Canterbury Trail and while there we walked a few miles of this legendary 
pilgrim’s path.  We took in beautiful views, farms and gardens that harkened back to a more 
simple time and way of life. 

In most journeys we are looking to the destination.  When I load my GPS it is about getting 
from Point A to Point B.  This map-gadget will remind me of my how I am doing, what kind of 
time I am making and to be honest especially as a “guy” I want to beat the time, it is kind of a 
game or test.    It will remind me when I am off course and need a correction.   All that is helpful 
and we often need a guide to keep us on course.  In life however it is not always about the 
destination but can be more so about what you encounter in the journey itself.   

When I think of my educational journey from high school, to college, to graduate studies to an 
earned PhD, I know it is less about the moments of walking to Pomp and Circumstance to be 
awarded a degree.  I have lots of pieces of paper on my wall signaling these and other 
accomplishments.  Graduation is simply the culmination of all the deep and rich experiences of 
the journey.  I rarely think about those ceremonies but I often recall what I learned in a 
professor’s class, the conversations with fellow students as we wrestled and discussed various 
topics we were studying. 

Education is just one example.  I know my life is richer far less because of destinations and 
more so because of an engaged, day to day journey of faith, discovery, dreams and connecting 
beyond my own narrow world.   You may notice some of those words are embedded in the 
description of Canterbury Retreat and Conference Center.   That is intentional as Canterbury is 
a place where you can pause, step out of the business and chaos of this world and gain a 
needed perspective.   Canterbury is a place of contemplation and reflection away from the 
press of vocation, tasks and ambition.  We all want to accomplish things, get things done and 
make a difference, but not at the cost of an unexamined life.  The culmination of a destination 
is best understood with all the steps it took to arrive.  

Join us in a pilgrims walk at Canterbury to become more intentionally engaged with the steps 
you are taking.   Yes there are goals but stop, be still take in the grand view of life along the way. 
The Rev. Jon Davis PhD 
Executive Director               

DAY  12 / September 12, 2015 

Contribute to 40 
Days of Funding 
with 3 levels: 
$1.00 a day & 
become a 
Canterbury 
Friend.  
 
$10 a day & 
become a  
Canterbury 
Partner.  
 
$100 a day & 
become a 
Canterbury 
Champion. 

To make a 40 
Day donation  
* online: Click Here   
* phone: 407-365-
5571   
*mail : Canterbury  
1601 Alafaya Trail 
Oviedo, FL 32765 

 
Coming to 

Canterbury 
 

Hear, Read, 

Mark, Learn & 

Inwardly Digest 

Sept. 25-26 

With The 

Emmaus School 

of Biblical 

Studies this is a 

retreat on 

reading the Bible 

for all it is worth, 

making inductive 

Bible Study 

central in life.  

Click Here  

+++++++++++++++ 
For other events, 

retreats, seminars, 

conferences  

Click Here.  

 

https://canterburyretreat.formstack.com/forms/untitled_form_12
http://canterburyretreat.org/hear-read-mark-learn-and-inwardly-digest-september-25-26-2015/
http://canterburyretreat.org/events/


A Canterbury Tale – Worship Summit / September 18-19  

A lot of energy and effort is invested in envisioning and equipping God’s people to pray, to read 
the Word, to evangelize and do acts of service- certainly all important spiritual disciplines. There 
will come a day however when we need to do none of these things.  Every need will be met.  
Every prayer will be answered.  There will be no more tears.  There will come a day when the 
task of evangelism will be done and people from every tribe, nation and tongue will gather 
before the Almighty God. The one thing we will do for all eternity is WORSHIP! 

 Worship is the essential and ultimate goal of humanity.  On this side of glory we have the  
      opportunity to cultivate and nurture the heart of the worshippers.  This is the focus of this  
      conference. If you are a worshipper-if you lead worship -if you have a heart to worship the  
      Lord, Join us in an amazing moment.  

 
Jeff Ling has served the body of Christ for over 30 years. Jeff has a pastor’s heart and his teaching ministry is 
dynamic, humorous, practical and solidly rooted in the Scriptures.  He has ministered throughout the world focusing 
on worship, servant leadership, and spiritual growth. For more info / to register Click Here 
 
 
A Prayer for the Mission and Ministry of Canterbury Retreat and Conference Center:  
Almighty God, bless Canterbury Retreat and Conference Center; make it a lively center for sound learning and 
in the course of this busy life, a place of spiritual renewal, refreshment and peace. Give wisdom to the Board 
and Staff; to make wise decisions, to be good stewards of all resources. Lead us we pray to strength and 
stability. Inspire us by your Holy Spirit with a vision for greater mission and effectiveness for the expansion of 
your Kingdom in this diocese and beyond; that people would come to know you as Lord and Savior; grow in 
their knowledge of you by the work done here. We ask this in the name of Jesus Christ who modeled for us 
the need for retreat to be strengthened and renewed. Amen. 
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